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of an entire discipline.
3 Feminist historians-the proper subject of my inquiry-who wish to lay claim to ethics, politics, agency, and subjectivity for women fear that post-structuralists are apolitical (or worse), that they vastly overrate the place of language in the constitution of the world, are insensitive to issues of gender, and by decentering subjectivity, authorship, and agency, leave no ground on which a feminist politics can be built.
Rather than merely repeat such accusations, I pose a series of questions for consideration: What issues broached by post-structuralist critique have impacted-or might impact-on the work of historians? How might historians read their texts differently if they kept these considerations in mind? Since there is no presuppositionless writing of history, what kinds of epistemological claims and literary devices underlie various historiographical constructions? In particular, what issues do theoretically-informed feminist historians raise that deserve the attention of those who count themselves as church historians? What opportunities and pitfalls confront the feminist historian who wishes to engage the postmodern intellectual scene? After reflecting on these questions, I will ask how such considerations might prompt us to read differently texts pertaining to early Christian ascetic women, particularly those that represent Macrina, the sister of Gregory of Nyssa and Basil of Caesarea.
II: FEMINIST HISTORIOGRAPHY AND POST-STRUCTURALISM
First to be stressed is that the agenda of feminist historiography overlaps with that of post-structuralism at several points. In fact, a common complaint now among feminist scholars is that feminists first had the insights to which theoreticians now lay claim. 4 Among such shared concepts are (and here I cite Judith Newton) "a critique of 'objectivity'; an assertion of the political nature of ideas, theory, and representation; an investigation of the cultural construction of subjectivity. . . ." 5 Similarly, both feminists and deconstructionists can profit-ably focus on demystification; in Mary Poovey's words, "Because deconstruction reveals the figurative nature of all ideology, it can expose the artifice inherent in such categories as 'nature ' and gender." 6 Early in the discussion, post-structuralism's "decentering of the Western white male subject" was thought useful to open up an "emancipatory space in which feminist historians could constitute female subjects while exposing and rectifying the historical exclusion of women and the identification of human with male." 7 Moreover, various stripes of theory, from Althusser's account of interpellation to Lacan's notion of the division of the subject through the acquisition of language, 8 have provided ways to talk of the multiple subject positions a person may inhabit, a theme to which many feminists warm. In these ways, post-structuralism and feminist theory appear to have much in common.
And yet... some forms of post-structuralism, especially deconstruction, simply "went too far" for most feminist historians, who complained that the post-structuralist version of the critique of objectivity seemed to nullify historians' weighing of evidence according to agreed-on disciplinary standards; representation was deemed so problematic that any connection between people of the past and the description of them by historians was abrogated; categories were so fractured that historians could not even speak of "women" anymore; the decentering of the male subject eventually annihilated the female subject as well. As many feminists have queried, why were we told to abandon "subjectivity" just at the historical moment when women had begun to claim it? Why, Nancy Miller asks, was the "end of woman" authorized without consulting her? 9 Had "the lady" of both past and present vanished?
For although feminist historians were willing, indeed eager, to question the objectivity of knowledge (at least of "male knowledge") and endorse what Christine Pierce has called a "moderate" level of 4 CHURCH HISTORY epistemological skepticism, 10 the radical antifoundationalism implied by some forms of post-structuralism was unwelcome. Such historians might agree with Lynn Hunt's claim that history is an ethical and political practice, not an epistemological one. 11 Taking the offensive, historians charged that deconstruction was at fault for failing to turn its own historicizing tendency upon itself. 12 Moreover, although deconstruction had loudly proclaimed "the death of the subject," historians could note that Jacques Derrida himself, the prime agent of deconstructive practice, "acts, has effects, produces texts, and so on... ." 13 To such charges, theoreticians rejoined that most American feminists were philosophically inept; content to do battle with discrimination, they had left undisturbed the intellectual underpinnings (patriarchal, phallocentric, and capitalist) of the old order.
14 To be sure, some might argue that these debates are inconsequential, since post-structuralism's questioning of all foundations, with the resulting elimination of epistemological certainty, has no consequences for historical practice. Indeed, if we take pragmatism as the quintessentially American philosophy, we might endorse the view of some neopragmatists that there is "no logical link between a textual practice and its political consequences." 15 Those historians who accept the textualism of history, it could be argued, do not thereby engage in their historical practice any differently; the two realms-theory and practice-have no necessary correlation. 16 Do not disciplinary commu- nities, history included, simply set and then operate by their own rules? 17 On this line of argument, it would not matter if a radical antifoundationalism prevailed in a historian's theorizing of her discipline: her practice could continue, "business as usual."
Such an approach, however, has not found favor with many American feminist historians. Although Judith Butler and other theorists may celebrate the construction of a politics removed from any foundational position, 18 historians remain more dubious. Many of them believe that if we abandon "subjects," we have no ground for critique.
19 If "agency" is discarded, the historian's interest in change and causality is undercut.
20 Given these impasses, many feminist historians have rejected post-structuralist theory, but have not wished to retreat to the views of representation and "reality" that prevailed a century ago. What other concepts might be exploited to circumvent these equally unpalatable options?
Ill: WAYS OUT? Given these conceptual dilemmas, feminist historians could ask if various appeals to "women's experience," to the materiality of female bodies, or (as a last resort) to "strategic essentialism" do not furnish foundational concepts that might counter the epistemological groundlessness of post-structuralist theory. Here I shall note the possible attractions of such appeals, yet conclude with historian Joan Scott that such appeals do not hold up to rigorous scrutiny.
Could not, for example, a feminist historian appeal to "women's experience" as evidence? Does not the appeal to "experience" provide a refuge from the seemingly nihilistic conclusions that allegedly attend post-structuralist theory? Is not "experience" empowering, is it not more personally verifiable and hence trustworthy? Just as theology from before the time of Schleiermacher to that of Barth reconstrued 6 CHURCH HISTORY Christian notions of revelation as "experience," so could not feminist historians here find a new basis for their work? 21 Although the concept seemed promising and was immediately appropriated by feminist scholars from various disciplines, the problems occasioned by the appeal to "experience" soon became clear.
Some post-structuralists quickly denounced the appeal to "experience" as just "another deluded humanism."
22 But even for those eager to locate some epistemological grounding, difficulties attending the concept of experience were early registered, most importantly by women of color: was not the experience being summoned up that of white, middle-class women? Representing the experience of some women as if it were that of all women involved essentializing the notion of "women."
23 Chandra Talpade Mohanry called this appeal feminism "by osmosis": the mere experience of being female somehow mysteriously transformed all women into feminists. 24 Moreover, it was argued, the appeal to "experience" separated the personal from the political in a way that simply privatized women. (As one feminist writer put it, at worst the appeal to "experience" degenerates to "the politics of feeling good.") 25 And in any event, women's "experience" did not emanate from the fact of being a woman, from some "embryonic consciousness," but existed as "traces of domination":
26 the political and social order had shaped "women's experience" as the experience of oppression, leaving small room for celebration. All these claims might be considered a political critique of the notion of experience.
But there were other critiques of "experience" that emanated from a more identifiably philosophical camp-for example, that one person's experience is never immediately knowable to anybody else in a sure 21 . For a good discussion of "women's experience" from a theological perspective, see Scott also warns historians against an uncritical appeal to "experience" that "naturalizes difference"; such an appeal takes as selfevident the identities of the experiencers, thus reproducing the ideological system rather than contesting it. 34 Moreover, since "women's experience" has been constructed by a process of female exclusion from "male universality," with the resulting subjection of women, 35 feminist historians should be wary to embrace the notion. And lurking behind the appeal to "experience," Scott adds, stands "the body as a pre-discursive given." 36 Can the concept of experience receive a nonfoundationalist treatment? Scott asks. She answers "perhaps"-but that inquiry will demand an analysis of the production of knowledge. 37 It will further require feminists to construct a notion of equality based on differences, not on some innate similarity, between and among women. 38 In any event, we should not follow even sophisticated theorists (such as Teresa DeLauretis) who, in Scott's eyes, place "experience" prior to the creation of subjectivity. Such an approach, Scott argues, bypasses the question of how female subjectivity is produced, how agency is made possible. 39 Moreover, the appeal to "women's experience," Scott notes, has often been linked to a second refuge of feminist historians, namely, an appeal to the body as the common factor in "women's experience." Is not the body the "bedrock" that no deconstruction can touch? Even more doubts, however, were raised by this appeal, for throughout history, women's identification with the body has served precisely to keep them in their subjugated positions. Feminists whose prime goal has been the achievement of equality for women are disinclined to rest their case on maternity, on women's "corporeality and sexuality," 40 and many American liberal feminists in particular express unease at To be sure, there has been much scholarly work that considers the body to be inscribed or constructed by culture, so that the body is seen as a "result or effect," not "an originating point nor yet a terminus." 42 According to this more nuanced understanding, there is no body except that which is marked and constructed by the social process. Yet this view of the "inscriptive body," 43 standing neither "above" nor "below" history, 44 does not (it appears) appeal to the same "body" as do cultural feminists such as Mary Daly, who employ the body as a foundational concept that no deconstruction can challenge.
Joan Scott's rejoinder to those who appeal to the body as grounds for feminist historiography calls for a repositioning of the discussion. Instead of focusing on the physical difference between men and women, which for Scott has no consistent or inherent meaning, 45 Scott urges historians to explore how categories such as gender, class, race, and agency received their foundational status. 46 For Scott, historians must start with the processes of signification that stand prior to "meaning" and "experience." 47 Given such theoretical and historical dilemmas, many feminists have appealed to the notion of "strategic essentialism" made popular by Gayatri Spivak, 48 a concept that some might see as a third "refuge." Here, the antifoundational claims of post-structuralism are acknowl- edged in theory, viz., "women" don't exist-but politics are nonetheless conducted as if they did. 49 Here, humanistic notions of female agency can be deployed as a provisional gesture to uplift a dominated population, but with the explicit recognition that such categories have no permanent validity.
50 "Strategic essentialism," in effect, requires a double gesture: that even as conceptual systems supporting the notion of the feminine crumble, feminists continue to "press its claims," 51 "to theorize essentialist spaces from which to speak," while they simultaneously "deconstruct these spaces to keep them from solidifying."
52 To be sure, this is not a pure position-but as Elizabeth Grosz reminds us, in an appreciative assessment of "strategic essentialism," no feminist position is pure when "all options are in their various ways bound by the constraints of patriarchal power." 53 Scott's assessment is less positive: she reminds her readers "whether it's strategic or not," essentialism remains essentialism, assuming "that there are fixed entities, visible to us as social or natural facts." In Scott's view, historians should refuse such refuges; they should instead explore the multiple rather than the so-called "unitary subject" and interrogate how such subjects are produced. 54 These refuges, I have here suggested-the appeals to "experience," to the body, and to "strategic essentialism"-all have their limitations. They do not, I posit, provide any sure escape from the questions raised by post-structuralist criticism.
IV: BEYOND DECONSTRUCTION
What, then, might historians learn from these conceptual dilemmas? Despite these impasses, might historians and theorists still find some common ground? What might historians reject, or claim, of theory? For most historians, examining the "how" of a text is not enough: they also pose questions of "why?", of "what meaning?", and, yes, even of "who?" 55 Ending one's investigation with an appeal to the "undecidability," the "non-closure," of texts-as might deconstructionists-is 49 either seen as insufficient for the historians' enterprise, 56 or, worse, as positively inimical to it. 57 Historians insist that their work must explicitly attend to the social in a way that some forms of post-structuralism do not. This critique, however, is not new: earlier in the twentieth century, language theorists in Bakhtin's circle criticized Saussure and his disciples for their failure (or disinterest) in positioning "the sign" in the arena of class conflict and social groups. 58 Likewise, theoretically oriented historians today insist that their colleagues look beyond the instability of textual meaning to locate "the possible sources of those instabilities" in the "sociolinguistic interactions" of humans. 59 This is doubtless one reason why historians find Foucault's studies, with their analysis of the operations of power, more immediately useful for their own projects. In addition, Foucault's elaboration of the notion of discourse centers on institutions and the social order in a way that Derrida's concentration on writing does not 60 -even though Foucault is easy to fault for his near erasure of women. 61 As early as 1981, Gayatri Spivak urged theorists to move beyond the "reversal/displacement" theme of deconstruction to consider techniques (and the possible benefits of their use) for understanding power and the social. In her essay "French Feminism in an International Frame," Spivak-so centrally associated with deconstruction by virtue of her translation of and lengthy introduction to Derrida's Of Grammatology-notes aspects of linguistic theory that move readers "beyond the text." For example, she exhorts her audience to engage in "symptomatic readings" that explore the gaps and absences in a text, its "unnaturalness," that they see "another logic haunting its surface." 62 Yet for Spivak, this project is not conceived as a purely literary exercise: what is absent as well as what seems contradictory or 12 CHURCH HISTORY "unnatural" relates to the social order of power in which the text participates, that is, to ideology. The "marginal moments" of a text, Spivak suggests, can be isolated to explore its ethical and political agendas.
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These suggestions prompt the exploration of stripes of theory other than deconstruction. Thus the philosopher Nancy Fraser argues that the approach to linguistic theory most productive for feminists is that associated with the names of Bakhtin, Foucault, and Bourdieu (rather than that of Saussure, Derrida, and Lacan). The former group of theorists, Fraser claims, allow for "the social practice and social context of communication" in a way that the latter do not, or not very explicitly. Moreover, according to Fraser, through their attention to the diachronic, Bakhtin, Foucault, and Bourdieu prove more helpful to historians who are concerned for chronological change. 64 These three theorists, Fraser argues, provide ways to think of "social identities as complex, changing, and discursively constructed," and in doing so, help feminist scholars to avoid both essentialist notions of gender, on the one hand, but also a complete "dispersal of identity," on the other.
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How might attention both to theory and to more traditional social concerns play out in the work of a contemporary historian? One instructive example, in my view, can be found in an essay by Gabrielle Spiegel, in which she searches for a variety of theoretical tools to assist her historical work. Spiegel's essay, "History, Historicism, and the Social Logic of the Text in the Middle Ages," 66 trenchantly critiques some forms of New Historical writing among literary critics, not post-structuralism per se. Bringing various stripes of theory to bear upon the texts she analyzes, Spiegel seeks to persuade readers, especially historians, of the utility of various theoretical insights. Borrowing themes derived from Raymond Williams, sociolinguistics, and Bakhtin, 67 she incorporates an explicitly social view of language. Spiegel thus balances the post-structuralist notion that "language constitutes the social world of meaning" with the claim that "social differences structure language": pressures creating the text are not only inter-and intra-, but also extratextual. 68 The phrase that Spiegel devises to register both social and formal concerns is the text's "social logic/' which she defines as the text's "site of articulation and its discursive character as articulated 'logos.'" 69 She insists that "context"-which for Spiegel is not the same as "text" 70 -must be scrutinized, a point with which most historians would concur. Yet, with literary theorists, she insists that "texts often perform elaborate, ideological mystifications of which it is proper to be suspicious and which the text itself inevitably will betray through its ultimate fracturing of meaning."
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Focusing on two pieces of genealogical history (which appeared as a literary genre for the first time in the eleventh and twelfth centuries), 72 Spiegel looks for interpretive assistance outside the text, to changing dynastic patterns among Franco-Flemish aristocrats as they struggled against the growing power of the monarchy. 73 These genealogical histories, she argues, can be treated both as consequence of this extratextual development, but also as a cause, insofar as they helped first "to create a consciousness" of lineage and then "to impose it on the members of the lineage group."
74 Moreover, by commissioning the composition of one text (the Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle) in vernacular prose rather than in Latin or as epic, the Franco-Flemish lords who were patrons of this enterprise waged their contest against "the growth of royal authority" through the creation of a new literary mode. 75 Spiegel argues that the Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle had no stable inherent meaning, but acquired new signification as the legend passed from its earlier, clerically rendered Latin prototype to the new "local environment" of the French nobility. 76 Even though the political struggle is absent from the text itself, she argues, the "political unconscious" of the text places the work within the "historiography of resistance." 77 Although Spiegel sharply criticizes some themes of New Historicism, 14 CHURCH HISTORY such as the absorption of history by textuality/ 8 she nonetheless responds to the "semiotic challenge"
79 by looking to the text's mode of production and to the "surplus of signification" that readers have found and will find in it. 80 She argues that historians must abandon any lingering view that historical literature reflects the world; rather, they should join with literary critics in a common project, the exploration of "the social dimensions of textual production in past times." 81 Perhaps one reason why Spiegel succeeds (some might argue) in exploiting theoretical critique for the historian's enterprise is that the texts on which she works are more "like" literature than the economic and other documents with which many social historians deal. Spiegel, in fact, herself criticizes New Historicists' equation of literature and documents, and their claim that "both participate equally in the uncontrolled play and intertextuality of language itself." 82 Spiegel's argument would be seconded by many other, if not all, historians, for whom the differing social contexts that surround (for example) tax rolls and diaries give clues for their respective readings. 83 Appropriating themes from various types of literary theory, Spiegel thus offers a less theoretically pure approach than do those that rely more exclusively on deconstruction. 84 Spiegel's "messier" theoretical equipment, however, is probably more readily appropriable by historians who wish not to dissolve the social and economic order into texts, and who wish to see their historical subjects-however decentered-as possessing will and agency. How might such considerationsespecially the notion of the "social logic" of a text-assist the reading of early Christian works? V: EARLY CHRISTIAN WOMEN I now turn to narratives of fourth-and fifth-century women ascetics in order to explore the possible profit of such theoretical consider- Whereas the male subjects of asceticizing hagiography "leave culture for nature," 85 women ascetics are more often represented as adopting forms of "house asceticism" in which they conduct their renunciations in their familial households (thus Macrina in Cappadocia and Marcella in Rome), or they form monasteries for women, often in cities (thus Olympias in Constantinople, the two Melanias in Jerusalem, Paula in Bethlehem). 86 Hence the women's Vitae contain fewer exotic features than do those of male ascetics: no hippocentaurs, no friendly lions to dig their graves. 87 The women's Lives represent their subjects as gradually intensifying their renunciations, not as breaking totally with civilization, a motif that Caroline Walker Bynum also notes in her study of medieval women saints. 88 How is our historical quest impeded or illuminated by bringing some of the literary and critical issues raised above to the interpretation of these accounts? The desire of many feminists to uncover "real women," to hear "real female voices," is often thwarted when these texts are subjected to theoretical critique: in this regard, the theorists have scored their point. Yet, as in Gabrielle Spiegel's notion of the "social logic" of a text, critical analysis raises some interesting themes that prompt different explorations of these texts in their cultural milieu and relate them to other texts of the period. For the texts with which I here deal are nothing if not literary productions, and hence are (some might argue) more readily liable to literary analysis than the charters, church rolls, and factory records that constitute the evidence for historians who study later periods. 
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We may first note that the Vitae of early Christian women saints share many features with the relatively new genre of novels or romances popular in this period rather than with classical biography that focused on the public activities of statesmen and generals: women did not operate in a public political sphere. (That the lives of these famous Christian women might resonate to some extent with the lives of philosophers and wise men will be considered below.) Composed largely between the first century B.C.E. and the fourth century C.E., 89 novels such as Clitophon and Leucippe and Choreas and Callirhoe portray beautiful and aristocratic adolescent heroines who battle their kinfolk to be united with their true loves; they flee barbarians, wander, and are rescued from danger, while struggling to preserve their chastity against seemingly insuperable odds. At the end of many ordeals and adventures, the young couple is reunited, and marital bliss awaits.
Even before the period in which the Vitae of women saints were composed, the authors of the Apocryphal Acts and the PseudoClementine literature appropriated such themes for their own Christian purposes. 90 Take, for example, Thecla, in the Acts of Paul and Thecla: 91 she is of a noble family ("the first of the Iconians"), destined for an aristocratic marriage. Upon hearing the message of stringent asceticism that Paul preaches, Thecla abandons her plans for marriage, to the distress and anger of her mother, her fiance, and the civic authorities. She aims to follow Paul in a life of wandering and preaching, but great dangers and threats attend her pursuit of this desire. Although Thecla's story contains many themes similar to the adventures portrayed in the Hellenistic novels, there are, in contrast, no wedding bells at the end: she is dedicated to Christ her Bridegroom. The Acts of Paul and Thecla serves, arguably, as an excellent example of a text being both consequence and cause, for the book both develops the "liberal" strand of Paul's message regarding women and serves (we are told) as inspiration for later Christian women. 92 Indeed, the refusal of sexual relation is the most striking difference between the heroines of the Apocryphal Acts and those of the "secular" novels. Likewise the themes of the female saints' Vitae: aristocratic young women struggle against relatives and civic authorities to realize their desire (here, ascetic renunciation); their adventures involve the difficulties of disposing of their vast property and wealth in many parts of the Roman Empire. In some of the fuller Vitae, such as that of Melania the Younger, themes of travel, barbarians, and ransoming captives all play a role, as they do in the Hellenistic novels. In these ascetic tales, however, marriage is either avoided altogether, or is joyously renounced when husbands die or consent to take vows of chastity. After lives of inspiring virtue, the women die secure in the knowledge that the heavenly halls await them.
Since several of these novelistic Vitae claim to be written by eyewitnesses, 93 some commentators have thought that this claim moved the accounts back into the realm of history and lent weight to the authenticity of the Lives. 94 Thus the author of Melania the Younger's Vita (presumably her monastic disciple, Gerontius) prefaces his tale with the disclaimer that he has so much material at his disposal that he will not recount every detail of Melania's life or the narrative would be "interminable." Rather, casting himself "into the boundless sea of recitation," he shall, like a fisherman, pull up a sufficient number of fish, but not all. 95 Likewise, Gregory of Nyssa, writing the Vita of his sister Macrina, tells the correspondent who requested the account that he has not the time or space to report everything that Macrina said or did; his treatise is becoming too long already. 96 These moves, common in literary rhetoric, signal that we are dealing with self-consciously literary narratives of a strongly panegyric flavor. They are literature, not simply documents, and hence are readily subject to literary analysis and critique. Twentieth-century scholars who study saints' Vitae have distanced themselves from the pious enthusiasts of yesteryear who claimed these Vitae as history. 97 Scholars such as Hippolyte Delehaye, however, argue that even after we remove these tales from the category of history, there is still much we can derive from them concerning the development of the saint's cult, liturgical practices, and so forth. 98 In Spiegel's phrase, we might find much by which to construct the text's "social logic."
Moreover, historians of late antiquity see these tales as rich mines for the construction of social history, even when they turn a skeptical eye on the reports of miracles and demons. From the Life of Melania the Younger, for example, we learn that senatorial families might have property in more than six provinces of the Roman Empire; 99 that their yearly incomes, quite apart from their land, might be 120,000 gold solidi-loosely translated, $123 million (or, in an alternative calculation, enough to provide subsistence living for about twenty-four thousand families a year); 100 that it took about forty days to make the overland journey between Constantinople and Jerusalem, even when there was a ready supply of pack animals provided at government expense. 101 From the Vita of Olympias, the companion and benefactor of Bishop John Chrysostom of Constantinople, we discern that even a relatively "nouvelle" aristocrat such as she had real estate in four provinces, besides her possessions in Constantinople, including three houses, baths, a mill, and various suburban properties, that she donated, along with the equivalent of $900 million, to the Church.
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Details do not always, however, concern money. The Life ofSyncletica narrates at length a different feature of the saint's life, namely, her illnesses. We hear grimly elaborated the progress of a gum disease that decayed Syncletica's facial bones, left black holes in her mouth, and rendered her so odiferous that her fellow nuns could not bear to come near her. 103 Other accounts give different kinds of details, for example, about the women's reading habits: Melania the Younger read the Lives of the Fathers "as if they were dessert," 104 and her grandmother, Melania the Elder, read through the works of such theologians as Origen, Gregory Nazianzen, and Basil of Caesarea "seven or eight times," according to Palladius. 105 We find a vivid account concerning the organization of a women's monastery in Jerome's narration of the life of Paula. 106 Occasionally we are told the direct speech of the women: thus Marcella's retort to her mother who was urging her to wed a wealthy elderly senator, "If I wished to marry, I would look for a husband, not an inheritance"; 107 or Paula's warning to the nuns in her Bethlehem monastery, "A clean body and a clean dress mean an unclean soul."
108 Do not such texts lure us to feel that we hear the women's very voices?
Such events are narrated in the midst of much that seems to our contemporaries "unreal"-the battles with demons, the miracles-yet it is these seemingly reliable details that seem to pin down the Vitae into the world of history. Can historians not retrieve the socialhistorical facts while discarding the miraculous and the phantastic? Nonetheless-and here we move to some theoretical rejoinders-such details are precisely what literary theorist Roland Barthes has named "the effect of the real" (or "the reality effect"), which he claims was a strong marker of the French realist novel as it developed in the nineteenth century. In these novels, an impulse toward "narrative luxury" piled up details not necessary for the development of the plot or the depiction of character. 109 What was the function of such detail? Barthes puzzled. What was "the significance of the insignificance"? And he answered: to make the reader believe the truth of the illusion that was being constructed. The technique, he claims, was borrowed 20 CHURCH HISTORY by novelists from earlier history writing, 110 and perhaps before that, from the ancient narrative practice of ekphrasis, description for description's sake. 111 Barthes further asks, how does the historical form of narration differ from that which we find in "imaginary accounts" such as novels and dramas? Not at all, he answers. 112 Narration, whether used in an historical essay or in a novel, serves as "the privileged signifier of the real"; narrative structure becomes both "the sign and the proof of reality." 113 To put the matter more bluntly: the very details that social historians claim give veracity to a text are here repositioned as a creative artist's attempt to create an illusory reality in the minds of readers. That the texts with which I here deal pertain to women does nothing to mitigate the force of Barthes's critique.
A second problematic issue to which literary theorists and "metahistorians" point also concerns the narrative structure of traditional history writing-in the case at hand, narratives such as the Life of Melania the Younger and the Life ofOlympias. Since narrative "predominates in both mythical and fictional discourse," Hayden White warns, historians should be wary of it as a suspect style for "speaking about 'real' events." 114 The function of narrative is to produce notions of "continuity, wholeness, closure, and individuality that every 'civilized' society wishes to see itself as incarnating .. ."; 115 it is, in the eyes of several theorists, especially disposed to serve as the carrier of ideology. 116 Historian Sande Cohen argues a similar point: "by impos-ing the form of a story," historical narrative "reproduces a culture of common language, common society, or common reality in the face of uncommon language (codes), class society, and uncommon realities (chasms between cultural worlds)." Cohen posits that by writing history as story, our ability to think about the nonrepeatable and the specific is blunted. 117 Moreover, via narrative construction, White argues, contemporary historians work over the traces of past events-to the events themselves we have no access-and endow them with "'symbolic' significance." 118 In creating narrative history, the historian employs the same techniques that Freud identified as the dreamwork-"condensation, displacement, considerations of representability, and secondary elaboration. .. ." 119 Thus the very style of the texts under consideration, their narrative structure, raise questions about the historicity of what is contained therein. They are, perhaps, little different from novels.
Many historians, needless to say, denounce such theoretical incursions onto their intellectual turf. Thus distinguished ancient historian Arnaldo Momigliano: "History is no epic, history is no novel, history is not propaganda"-and why not? Because historians subject themselves to "the control of evidence" in a way that the authors of epics and novels do not. 120 But this is precisely the point that Roland Barthes would dispute: the writer of a historical account creates a sense of his or her subject's veracity in the same way that the novelist does. Is not the same literary phenomenon at work in the early Christian Vitae I have mentioned? Readers are thus led to ascribe considerable truth to the account because so many "effects of the real" have been summoned up.
A further literary/critical issue, and one more focused on the topic of gender, is raised by another feature of these Vitae: their tendency to present their heroines as teachers of wisdom. Earlier twentiethcentury scholarship debated whether productions such as the Life of Anthony were based on the model of Lives of philosophers; Richard Reitzenstein, for example, argued that behind the Life of Anthony lay a
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Life of Pythagoras. 121 Athanasius-the presumed author of the Life of Anthony 122 -thus seemed less the creator of a new literary genre than a latecomer. 123 Not only is the ascetic hero Anthony modeled as a paragon of self-restraint (highly important for a Hellenistic philosopher), he also confounds secular philosophers with his wisdom, despite his relative lack of education. 124 The message is clear: Anthony's philosophical wisdom is God-given, not laboriously learned in the schools of Athens. A second message is also clear: the ascetic as philosopher is a literary topos.
It is one thing, however, for male ascetics to be represented in the tradition of philosophers-and another thing, for women. Given the general patristic denigration of women's mental capabilities, it is surprising to note that all the women ascetics mentioned above are represented as the purveyors of wisdom and are cast as teacherswhether they teach only within their own monasteries (as do Syncletica and Paula) or are represented as carrying the message of asceticism and orthodoxy to a wider audience (as do Melania the Elder, who sounds apocalyptic warnings to male and female Roman aristocrats; 125 Melania the Younger, who gives anti-Nestorian lectures to the Constantinopolitan aristocracy; 126 and Jerome's Roman friend Marcella, who is represented as entering the public arena to argue against the doctrines of Origen 127 ). Of the Life of Syncletica's 113 chapters, 83 are devoted to a presentation of her teaching, a modified Origenism now familiar from the ascetic instruction of Evagrius Ponticus. 128 Thus Syncletica is depicted as giving advice on the examination of one's "thoughts" (logismoi, here as in Evagrius, demonic temptations); 129 she counsels "pure prayer" techniques 130 and how to avoid the various sins that tempt ascetics (gluttony, lust, sadness); 131 she warns that crafty demons may appear even more ascetic than ascetics themselves; 132 she wars against the teachings of astrology and fatalism. 133 Her advice to ascetic practitioners is as detailed as that which we find in the accounts of male ascetic teachers of a philosophic stripe, and resonates with the themes of late-fourth-century Origenism. The "social logic" of the text emerges when we view it from this theological perspective.
The most spectacular representation of a woman saint as philosopher, however, doubtless comes from Gregory of Nyssa's two treatises that focus on his sister Macrina: her Vita, and On the Soul and the Resurrection. Here, Macrina stands as Gregory's teacher of wisdom (and hence as teacher to other men); in fact, she is repeatedly called by Gregory "my teacher." Gregory makes clear that Macrina had not received a philosophic or even a literary education as had he and his brother Basil of Caesarea, pagan literature, in Gregory's view, containing too many "undignified" tales about women. Thus her education consisted almost solely of the study of Scripture 134 -yet, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, she discourses at great length on theodicy, the human condition, the future life, and the soul. 135 (The topos of the uneducated woman as "philosopher" thus shares much with the representation of Antony.) In her Vita, Gregory only briefly mentions these as themes on which she spoke; but in On the Soul and the Resurrection, he provides Macrina with a longer format-indeed, Macrina talks for nearly seventy pages! Here she instructs her brother on the Epicurean denial of providence and espousal of atomistic theory; 136 on humans as the microcosm of the universe; 137 on the relation of the soul and body in the afterlife. 138 She speaks of the love that draws us to the Good. 139 She evinces knowledge of Aristotelian logic, 140 and borrows analogies from contemporary astronomy and physics to score 24 CHURCH HISTORY her points.
141 Do not such accounts encourage us to believe that fourth-century Christian women could expound theological and philosophical wisdom as well as their male counterparts? Are these women not heroines who can be added to the pages of "her-story"? Not too readily, I would suggest: the "social logic" of the text has less to do with "real women" than with an elaboration of theological points that troubled their authors.
First, Gregory's presentation of Macrina is not original, but borrows from an obvious philosophical precedent. Macrina is modeled on Socrates' muse Diotima of the Symposium, while her words in the dialogue On the Soul and the Resurrection owe much to Plato's Phaedo.
Socrates reports Diotima's teaching on the nature of true love to his male companions at the dinner party that is the setting of Plato's Symposium. Having reached the summit of wisdom, Diotima shares her riches with worthy philosophers such as Socrates.
Moreover, we might also note that ancient Hebrew and early Christian literature represents Wisdom as a woman, a feat no doubt assisted by the feminine gender of the words for Wisdom in both Hebrew and Greek (hochmah and sophia). In such books as Proverbs, the Wisdom of Solomon, and chapter 28 of the Wisdom of Ben Sirach, Wisdom is personified as a female. Elisabeth Schiissler Fiorenza has further argued that the Sophia-traditions constitute a very early strata of Jesus' teaching, such as the Q saying, "Wisdom is vindicated by her children" (Luke 7:35/Matt. 11:19), in which Jesus is a "child" of "Sophia."
142 Thus Schiissler Fiorenza claims that "the earliest Christian theology is sophialogy."
143 And the theme of the female Sophia was exploited by Gnostic writers, as has been explored by Deirdre Good and other scholars. 144 Is there not then biblical as well as philosophical precedent for casting women as the embodiments of wisdom?
Such arguments have found a sympathetic reception with many contemporary Christian women, in part because they are easy to appropriate for present political purposes, providing a bastion for the partisans of "identity politics." Thus according to Schiissler Fiorenza, that the earliest Christian message was grounded in Sophia-as-female "made possible the invitation of women to the discipleship of equals"; this analysis, Macrina is not herself a teacher of wisdom, but a trope for Gregory: he is, in contemporary parlance, "writing like a woman." Gregory has appropriated woman's voice. 159 Although we do not have here the "real" Macrina, we can nonetheless inquire about the "social logic" of the text. And when we do, several functions that the trope of Macrina serves for Gregory can be identified.
First, Macrina serves as a tool with which Gregory can think through various troubling intellectual and theological problems that confronted male theologians of his day; in a special way, she exemplifies the claim that Christian males, as well as other ancient men, used women to "think with." 160 As I have already noted, the details of Macrina's teaching would not have been available to a woman educated only in scriptural reading, not in philosophical schools. Rather, in On the Soul and the Resurrection, Gregory through Macrina ponders the acceptability of a modified Origenism that skirts "dangerous" theological points. Although Gregory represents Macrina as claiming that she will pose her own arguments, not borrow them from others, 161 she is clearly made to voice Gregory's own attempt to tame Origen into Christian respectability. 162 Thus while Macrina outrightly rejects the notion of the soul's "fall" into the body, 163 she subtly preaches a nonphysical conception of hell 164 and changes Origen's equation of the body with the "coats of skins" that Adam and Eve received after the first sin (Gen. 3:21) into the "skins of irrationality" that beset human life-sex, birth, old age, and so on. 165 Thus a first "Macrina-function" is to serve as a spokesperson for Gregory's revised Origenist theology.
The themes on which Macrina discourses can be paralleled in the writings of Gregory in which he speaks in his own voice. Thus, for Most important, this first "image" pertains to our rational capacities, not to the bodies that differentiate the sexes. 175 As a virgin who rejects marriage, Macrina has already taken a major step to regain that primal pre-sexual condition in which the rational "image" remained pure 176 -if in fact she lost it at all (Gregory believes that some righteous people, such as Moses, retained the pure "image of God" in themselves and thus were able to exemplify it to others 177 ). According to Gregory's Homilies on the Song of Songs, the heroine of that book represents the woman who (as in Ps. 45:10-11) leaves her people and her father's house to look to the true Father in Heaven; she is "adopted" into the divine family, becoming a "sister" to the Lord. 178 Perhaps Gregory pictured Macrina as such-although, to be sure, she did not wander far "from her father's house" to found her monastery. Likewise, Macrina may well have been for Gregory a model of those who "keep their fountain sealed" (Song of Songs 4:12), that is, in Gregory's interpretation, those whose intellectual properties remain untouched and "whole," not wasted on thoughts of external and bodily things. 179 Since as virgin and as Christian philosopher Macrina has rejected sexual desire and lived so as to exhibit the rationality of the "integral" mind, it is no wonder that Gregory writes at the beginning of the Vita Macrinae that he does not know whether it is correct even to call her a "woman," since she seemed to surpass that category. 180 This topos of ascetic literature regarding women renunciants acquires a precise designation in Gregory's theology: Macrina exemplifies the primal rational human who is "without sex." 181 Yet another way in which Gregory uses "Macrina" is as a shaming device for Christian men: "even weak women reach this summit of wisdom and rationality . . . and look at you!" Here, men are urged to strive for Gregory's (a.k.a. "Macrina's") level of philosophical reflec-a celebratory move that gave courage to contemporary women by lauding our foremothers.
The current moment, more attentive to linguistic and social theory, is considerably less celebratory in its conclusions: we cannot with certainty claim to hear the voices of "real" women in early Christian texts, so appropriated have they been by male authors. Yet the direction in which I think interesting work is to be done examines how women and gender are constructed in these texts. This approach, I would argue, should move beyond the purely linguistic to explore the social forces at work in these constructions. 186 Thus, for example, Virginia Burrus notes in a recent paper that the very exclusion of women ("the excluded other") may point to "actual subject positions and social relations available to women historically 'as women'": here, "absence" itself can be seen as providing social data. 187 Likewise, we might expand Spiegel's notion of the "social logic" of the text to include (as I have above hinted) the "theological logic" as well. Here, the Vita Macrinae furnishes a particularly instructive example. Even though we retreat from the project of locating the "real Macrina" in this and other treatises by Gregory of Nyssa, a reading that attends to the social and theological context of these works reveals that the character of "Macrina" here plays a role in a contemporary controversy that tried to secure the place of a modified Origenism for "orthodoxy." On this view, texts are seen as engaged in contests, contests constituted in and through language, but also by events and interests within the broader discursive and social field. Although the "winners" appear to dominate our literary remains, opposition voices occasionally surface-even from 1500 years ago-to challenge the paradigm that was in the process of being made dominant.
Has, then, "the lady vanished"? If this question means, Can we recover her pure and simple from texts? my answer is no. But that is not the last word: she leaves her traces, through whose exploration, as they are imbedded in a larger social-linguistic framework, she lives on. "Afterlife" comes in different forms-or so we should know from the study of Christian history and theology.
